https://nitroxis.com/job/front-end-engineer/

Frontend Developer – React.js/Vue.js
Description
We are looking for a great JavaScript developer who is proficient with Vue.js or
React.js. Your primary focus will be on developing user interface components and
implementing them following well-known React.js workflows (such as Flux or
Redux). You will ensure that these components and the overall application are
robust and easy to maintain. You will coordinate with the rest of the team working on
different layers of the infrastructure. Therefore, a commitment to collaborative
problem solving, sophisticated design, and quality product is important.

Responsibilities
Participate in creative and planning sessions for new projects to identify and
estimate front-end development requirements.
Convert visual designs and wireframes into functional web pages and
associated assets (JavaScript, HTML, CSS, images, etc.).
Actively engage and collaborate during UI development to help identify new
approaches for enhancing the overall user experience.
Lead the discovery and assessment of front-end technologies and put forth
recommendations for their use.
Work together with back-end developers to integrate UI into functional
deployment-ready pages.
Ensure all products are delivered on-time and to the highest level of
standards.

Valid through
30.10.2020

Employment Type
a:1:{i:0;s:9:”FULL_TIME”;}

Duration of employment
Annual Contract

Job Location
M91, Mezzanine Floor, Siddiq
Trade Center, Lahore, Gulberg,
Pakistan

Working Hours
9am to 6pm

Base Salary
PKR 25000 - PKR 50000

Skills
Strong proficiency in JavaScript, including DOM manipulation and the
JavaScript object model
Thorough understanding of React.js or Vue.js and its core principles
Experience with popular React.js or Vue.js workflows (such as Redux and
Vuex)
Familiarity with newer specifications of ES6+
Experience with data structure libraries (e.g. Immutable.js, Rx.js)
Familiarity with RESTful APIs
Knowledge of modern authorization mechanisms, such as JSON Web
Token
Familiarity with modern front-end build pipelines and tools
Experience with common front-end development tools such as Babel,
Webpack, NPM, etc.
Ability to understand business requirements and translate them into
technical requirements
A knack for benchmarking and optimization
Familiarity with code versioning tools (such as Git and Github)
Familiarity with Scrum/Agile tools (Azure DevOps, KanBan, Trello or Jira)

Experience
Must be expert in the use of computers and the Internet;
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Must have excellent writing and editing skills;
Dedication to client service;
Must be able to work in Scrum/Agile environment
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